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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOir
Much has been written about the minor prophets .
Some books review their writings as literature; others
are given to interpretation of their message. Still
others deal primarily with backgroiinds , historical and
psychological. Most of these books are a bit complex in
structure, taking up technical matters that often are only
remotely the concern of the average preacher. It is the
purpose of the writer to present such information about
minor prophets as. It is hoped, will encourage and chal
lenge busy pastors of our day to preach from these so-
called "minor" prophets. It is the writer's conviction
that these messages of a former day are most relevant to
our times.
The subject defined. The subject of this thesis is,
"Preaching Prom Certain of the Minor Prophets," To limit
the project it was decided not to treat all of the minor
prophets. Those that are dealt with are probably as much
a reflection of the writer's own interest as of anything
else. Specifically, the prophets covered are as follows:
Amos, Hosea, Joel, Jonah, Micah, Habbakuk, Haggai, and
Malachi .
2It is not unusual to refer to the Hebrew prophets
as "preachers." That they were in a real sense. But, as
a recent writer has pointed out, such a title unqualified
is apt to be misleading.
The prophets were not preachers in the formal,
professional sense in which we think of modern
preachers . They did not have charge of churches
or synagogues. They did not lead their people in
worship and preach at stated times weekly homilies
based on their Hebrew Scriptures ... .These men were
essentially ambassadors of God to the people.... In
their efforts to impress upon people the significance
of the message which God had given them, the pro
phets used a variety of methods of delivery, on the
wise assumption that no one method would appeal to
all kinds of people. So when occasion seemed to
require it, the prophets adopted the method of
preaching and clothed their message in that form in
the effort to obtain a wider and more sympathetic
hearing. But this preaching. . .was never an end in
itself. And the prophetic preaching grew out of
the prophetic revelation, the direct message from
God which came either as an oracle or through a
vision.^
Prom the very beginning of their mission, the pro
phets adopted the preaching method to reach their peoples.
When righteously indignant, they rebuked. They lashed out
at social injustice (Amos and Micah) and the spiritual
faithlessness of their day (Hosea). Fearlessly and unspar
ingly, they held over the heads of their people, like the
sword of Damocles, the terrifying threat of the coming Day
of the Ix>rd� the Day of God's wrath upon all the nations
J-W. Arthior Paus, The Genius of the Prophets (New
York; Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 194BT, pp. 118-19,
3of the earth. Vlhien they pled with people to return to God,
they employed the most tender tems imaginable, portraying
God as a compassionate, loving, yearning Father, and as a
pleading, forgiving Lover, waiting for the prodigal to re
turn. Wnen they sought to clarify God's providence, they
used the method of patient exposition (Malachi).
The style of their preaching varies with the man.
Their sentences are involved and uninvolved, balanced and
unbalanced, flashing with scintillating dews, dull with the
prosaic noise and materials of buildings going up, vivid
with the scent of newly-harvested fields, brl^t with the
beauty of a sunny day, lowering with menacing clouds.
At the outset, it is to be understood that the desig
nation "minor" applied to these early prophets does not mean
that their message was of less consequence than that of the
"major" prophets. These prophets have acquired the epithet
"minor" simply because their message is brief in comparison
with that of the others.
Method of procedure . The writer studied at first
hand the books of the minor prophets in question as these
appear In the Bible. He made wide use of supplementary
aids, such as commentaries, Bible encyclopedias, books
about the prophets, books on preaching from the prophets,
and sermons and outlines on the prophetic messages.
CHAPTER II
mos
His time . To get the most from a man's message,
one must know the times in which he lived and appreciate
the circumstances that called him forth. Ho one seems to
know the exact date of Amos' ministry. The prophecy is
placed near the year 760 B.C.
Israel was at the time enjoying great prosperity.
Materialism was god. The nation had made much culttiral
progress. Fine architecture was manifested in magnificent
buildings. Great religious feasts were observed. Robinson
speaks of Amos' time as "the golden age of North Israel,
the high water mark of their prosperity."^ One authority
says that "the kingdom was as great as in the days of
David and Solomon." Scott calls it "a Victorian Age in
Palestine. "2
It was an age of expansion. Rome was but about
three years old when Amos gave his pro;^cy.^ Judah had
^Notably Leslie, Faus, and Green and Angus.
Saeorge L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets
(New York: George H. Doran Company, 1926), p. 49,
5r, B. Y. Scott, The Relevance of the prophets
(New York: The Macmillan Company,- 194�T, p, 72,
^William G. Chanter, A Guide for Bible Readers the
Prophets (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Cokesbury Press,
1946) , p. 19,
5strong vigorous military fortifications and powerful
political alliances. No one seemed to fear invasion.
In the Northern Kingdom of Israel, twenty-six
years of wearing the crown had not dwarfed the genius
of Jeroboam II, whose military prowess had heaped glory
upon glory on that Kingdom. He had ended victoriously
the hundred years' war against the Aramaeans of Damascus.
Moab was imder his thimb. He had extended the borders
of Israel from Hamath in Syria to the Brook of the
Arabah, south of the Dead Sea.^ "The significance of
his military exploits," says Yates, "can hardly be
exaggerated."^
Great personalities marched across the world of
Amos' day: Soldiers, administrators, merchant princes,
churchmen.'^ Great contemporaries lived when Amos
preached in Israel,
Isaiah and Micah were young men in Judah,
Hosea was alive in the Northern Kingdom, Zecha-
rlah was a young man in Israel. That great old
preacher 3oSah ml^t still have been alive when
Amos began his ministry,�
5Elmer A. Leslie, The Prophets Tell Their Own Story
(Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon-Cokesbury press, 19^9), p, 20.
%yle M, Yates, Preaching from the Prophets (New
York:, 1942), p, 33.
^scott, 0�. Git., p. 38.
�yates, op, cit., pp. 33-34.
6Socially, there is a darker side to the picture.
It was a time of great injustice. "New wealth and
lux\iry stood in sharp relief against the poverty which
was their price."� The world of the prophets had lost
its conscience through unethical conduct both personal
and social, both individual and national. Idleness was
everywhere. There was great wealth, little wisdom;
great feasting and greed, little religious endeavor;
great partiality, little justice. Might was right.
land seizure was a daily crime, -^^^ Gettys writes.
Religion had lost all its vitality, and morals
were completely ignored. Insincerity and dis
honesty, corruption and licentiousness, criminal
extravagance and blind assurance took such a firm
hold of the wealthy, arrogant voluptuaries, that
they became heathen In everything but nwne.'^-^
Idolatry, iniquity, rebellion, social rottenness, says
Halley, were filling the land with their stench. Ungodly
extravagance was everywhere on display .-^^ Ivory houses,
palaces of hewn wood, summer houses and winter houses,
corrupt judges, corrupt priests, corrupt nobles were a
^Scott, op. cit,, p, 38.
10Joseph M. Gettys, Hark to the Trumpet (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1948T7 PP� 50, 69,
IILoo. cit ,
12h. H. Halley, Pocket Bible Hand Book (Chicago:
H. H. Halley, 1936), p. 141.
7festering sore spot on the land,^^ "Itrael was practically
destroyed by internal rottenness ^"^^ Against the blinding
white light of Israel's physical prosperity, how dark Is
the picture of Israel's social conditions. **'Th� poor are
sold for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes.** (2:6),
Judges were not just: the merchant used false scales.
Truly, "their world did not seem to be worth saving."
"Religion was a hollow mockery," says Gettys,-^�
False gods were worshipped�even by the king himself, who
attended worship at Bethel. In fact, it was probably he
who cav� sanction and authority to this idol worship.
Scott states that religion was in conflict with olviliaa-
tion, that society stood condemned for its sins,-^''' Israel
defied God in her daring calf worship,-^� The images of
Israel's gods are indeed fearful to contemplate: besides
ISldgar J. Goodspeed, The History of the Old Testament
((3hlcago: The University of Chicago Press, 1936) , p," "2.
^
l*Wllllam Arthur Faus, The Genius of the Prophets
(Hew York: Abingdon-Cokesbury I'ress, 194677 P� lB^V~
^%�ttys, o�. Pit. , p. 35,
^^toc# oit.
Scott, 0�. oit., pp. 165, 167,
^%alley, 0�. 211* > P�
8the Hebrew's Yahweh, there were Philistia's Dagon, Damascus*
Rlmmon, Tyre's Melkart, Ammon's Molech, and Koab's Chemosh,^�
"Molech was worshipped with the sacrifice of children."^
"Ra, the Sun-god; Mentu the rising svn; Atmu the setting sun"
these were in the place of the God who had brought them out
of the land of bondage; Babylonian, Syrian, Egyption gods
were now honored in Jerusalem, Outwardly many continued to
attend shrines, pay t heir tithes, give their offerings, hold
their feast days, and play their music. Outwardly they were
pious, seemingly longing for the Day of Yahweh. But ritual
ism had taken the place of heart purity. Sacrifice had pre
cedence over mercy, extravagance over stewardship, idleness
over precious time.
In Israel it was high noon, with swiftly darkening
sun and lowering skies. It was "Indian Summer" with all its
glory rapidly fading into a hazy dusk� into an hour of
national darkness, an hour without a star.
-i-�Rolland Emerson Fsolfe, Meet Amos and Hosea (New
York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1945), p, 26,
20c. P. Keil and P. Dlitzscl e. Biblical aommentary
on the Old Testament. Vol. I, (Grand Rapids, Michigan,
21loo . cit .
2%ates, 0�, cit., p. 35.
9Clipped by the ungodly shears of political,
social, and religious evils of her day, Israel did not
know that she was a shorn sheep in the path of the on-com
ing storm. The windy gales of God were to blow fiariously
across the proud kingdom of Israel, shaking it as a great
tree is shaken by a storm. With the migjity thimderheads
of Assyria on the horizon, the prophet Amos came like a
thunderclap out of the blue,
Uho was this Prophet toos? Born in the Southern
Kingdom of Judah in a dark arKi tragic time, when prophets
were no longer in good authority, this shepherd and
dresser of sycamore trees (7:14) has been called by
Calkins, "one of this world's deathless heroes. "^'^ Calkins
describes him as a young man, perhaps in his twenties or
early thirties
Amos lived most of his life where he was born, in
the little town of Tekoa. Six miles to the north lay
Bethlehem, sweet with memories of Boaz and Ruth, of Samuel
and David. Hot too far away in the mountains of Judah rose
the oldest town in Palestine, Hebron, "like a city set on
a hill" whose light cov.ld not be hid. There Abraham,
ki^Good speed, op . cit , , p. 2.
24Rg^mond Calkins, The Modem Message of the Minor
Prophets (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1947),
p . 15 ,
2&Ibid., pp. 15, 16.
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burled Sarali In the Cave of Machpelah; there Joshua and
Caleb took the clty.^�
To the east of the town of TelToa lay the wilderness
of Tekoa, later to be John the Baptist's "old tramping
ground. "27 Her� in this nearby wilderness of Tekoa, Amos,
this "Shepherd among shepherds"^� tended his sheep, and
from the spreading trees by the roadside he gathered the
sycamore fruit, a small, almost tasteless fig. 2�
Amos had no training in the school of the prophets,
and vigorously disclaimed any connection with the profes
sional "sons of the prophets." (7:14), He belonged to no
band of sooth-sayers and workers of witchcraft. But
courageously he stood out to proclaim the warning word of
God to the people of Israel. God laid His hand upon him
and called him from the sheepcote to be a Spokesman for
Him. The stern ruggedness of the desert cotarsed through
his veins. The eagle's love of liberty was in the scope
and sweep of all his actions. His �yes had the piercing
quality of the eagle's. The terrifying, utterly fearless
2�3charles Randall Barnes and Melvin C. Kyle, The
People's Bible Encyclopedia (Chicago: The People's Publi
cation Society, 1924), p. 464 .
27Robinson, 0�, cit., p. 48,
28f. f:, Farrar, Men of the Bible The Minor Pro
phets. The Expositor's'"irbTe,"Wl. I, (Hew York?
A. G. Armstrong and Son, 1906), p. 84,
2�Barnes and Kyle, o�. cit., p. 1151.
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roar of the lion entered into his soul and issued forth
boldly in his speech. Clean and strong as the winds that
swept his Tekoan wilderness, the lightnings of justice
flashed from his eagle eyes. Always "he carried with him
his desert atmosphere and his clear desert eyes."^^ Par,
wide horizons sifted into his soul, and the landscape of
the desert became to him "sacraments of the divine
presence,"^"^
Vith his deep powerful personality, his keen powers
of observation, his imswerving sympathy with righteousness
and justice, and his deadly earnestness, Comill calls him
"one of the most marvelous and incomprehensible figures in
the history of the human mind,"*'* His very name "Amos"
means "burden-bearer,"^^ There was no miiim, no capricious-
ness, no sign of sorrowfulness about him. George Adam
anith lists him in every respect as one of the three greatest
of the Twelve Minor Prophets.
ouGeorge Adam 5:rFiith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets.
The Expositor's Bible, Vol. I, (New York: A. C. Armstrong
Son, 1906), p. 84.
^^Robinson, 0�. cit. , p. 48.
32GalkinB, op, oit., p. 13, citing The Prophets of
Israel, p. 46.
55 lb id., p, 14,
54smith� o�. Git,, p. 7.
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It Is held by one author that "the bcrt measure
of maturity is being able to shake hands with reality."
AmoB was a giant at this. He reached out and shook
hands with reality in a bold, challenging way. The
nation's insolent, malignant flouting of the laws of God
and man "flashed its electric thrill into his heart and
sent him from his peaceful flocks to warn ancient nations
and reprove mighty kings ,"56 ^.ith all the powerful pas
sion of a conscience outraged by the social injustice
and the spiritual corruption of Ms day he blazed forth
against the darkness of the political, social and reli
gious rottenness of his day like a brilliant meteor
flashing throu^ the inky blackness of the night. His
stem denunciations rocked bis audience. He knew h�
shocked them. Hi� words shook the nation of Israel until
it could no longer bear them. For Israel was nearing the
hour of midni^t.
His message. Into the prophet's time God thrust
the prophet's message. The prosperous Northern Klngdcan
seemed like a great seething cauldron in which the sins
and the rebellion, the corruption and the v/</ence, the
partiality of the Judges and the complete lack of social
J\istic� and spiritual ^fidelity were about to boil over.
sSParrar, 0�, oit,, p. 40.
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Into such a formidable situation stalked the prophet
Amos, emboldened to speak because he was strong In his
sense of God's Justice,
In Amos' �ncouter with Amazlah, the priest, we
see the priaest as wholly the servant of a corrupt nation,
and the prophet standing out alone, called of God, de
claring his message of right. The desert had given him
spiritual power in calming his soul and making him sensi
tive to the voice of God, Amos was given coiirage to at
tack the ancient, highly honored, firmly established
Baal -worshipping religion of the people. So in boldness
he preached "the funeral dirge of the Nation. "^^ He de
clared that Israel was like a crooked wall, slanting
dangerously upon a criambling foundation. God was set
ting his plumb-line against her and she would never
stand the test (7s7-9), She knew not the meaning of jus
tice and righteousness. It was not in the keeping of the
Mosaic ritual that Israel did wrong. She was quite dutiful
about performing the required sacrifices upon the altars of
Bethel and Gilgal (4:4,5; 5:21-23), The trouble was that
God's people, especially those in places of authority and
privilege, had lost their conscience. They did not know
the meaning of mercy or Justice.
iStjRobinson , op. cit,, p, 52,
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The prophet came well fitted to guide Israel out
of her sinful condition, "Amos knew his world and knew
his God whose laws he sought to lay upon the conscience
of his people�and these are the two indispensable condi
tions of effective preaching, "37
Amos' message falls into three divisions. In the
first division, chapter 1-2, Amos denounces the surround
ing nations for their cruelty and barbarism against humanity,
and announces God's coming punishment, in the second divi
sion, chapters 3-6, he denounces the sins of Israel which
he has seen with his own eyes. Sacred prostitution, luxu
rious living, flagrant injustice of judges, bribery, false
balances, indifference to the poverty-stricken condition
of the poor, ceremonialism, he bitterly excoriated. In
the third division of his message is revealed a series of
visions, chapters 7-9, ending with the "plumbline" and the
terrible ccsning day of God's wrath, a day that would seal
completely the fate of the Northern Kingdom.58
Like a powerful spiritual Boanerges he thundered
forth against the spiritual corruption and social injustice
of his day. "The LION hath ROARED," (3:8), he declared,
but he did not add, "My God will close the Lion's mouth,"
"^VRobinson, cit,, p, 52,
58calkins, 0�, cit. , pp. 20-21.
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H� threatened, he warned, he condemned, without the
flocker of an eyelash. Utterly merciless was his scath
ing denunciation. Against injustice of �very shape and
form he roared like the lions of his Tekoan Wilderness.
"Hear. , .Hear. . .HEAR YE" (3:lj 4:1; 5:1). Three times he
charged them to listen. Three times he hurled his light
ning arrows of "Woe" upon them. I'.ith all the passion of
his soul he pleaded with them for juc.gment to "run down
as waters, and righteousness as a mighty streaw," (5:24).
But the end is not yet. Summoning all the power at his
disposal, he sent his parting shot a cannon ball ripping
through that sin-hardened assembly: "The EIID is come
upon my people of Israel" (2:8), Giving no hope of pity,
mercy, or compassion he announced the approaching capti
vity, and the coming of the dark and bitter Day of
Jehovah's Wrath.
"Seven times the thunder rolled, seven times the
flame had fallen, but now the storm b\irsts with accmulated
furj on Israel herself ,"5^ The humble cottage was spared
no more than the luxurious palace (6:11), Ih� palace
simply fell with a mightier crash. God thunderously quar
reled with the social order until the storm spent its fury.
The people of Israel were not able to see the ethical
oyparrar, o�. cit., p, 55,
16
values in the religion of a God like Yahweh. Now the
gloom settled and Amos offered nothing to relieve it. It
seemed as if there would be nothing, no way out^ oloar
through Amos OiO. The people heard in God's message the
loud banging of a door closing upon their hearts�and
they hoped against hop� that it might open again. Then
at the very last of the prophecy a glimmer of light ap
pears (9:9-15), The tone of this passge is so different
from the rest of Amos that some scholars say it is a later
addition 5 "As if the birds had come out after the thunder
storm, and the wet hills were glistening in the sunshin�^"*^
Mfcil� the prophet's words echo and re-echo above their heads
like the reverberating roll of thunder, there comes a faint
prcanlse of the time when a remnant should be restored from
captivity and should rebuild, resettle* where never again
the storms would uproot them.
In the message of Amos we have seen a prophet at
work, delivering his soul on subjects that God wanted pre
sented to His people, Chanter has phrased some of Amos'
preaching topics as follows: "The Judgments of the Lord"
(1-2), "Religious Privilege and Moral Responsibility"
(Amos 3), "Unheeded Warnings" (Amos 4), "The Form of Godli
ness Without the Power Thereof" (Amos 5), "Selfish Luxury
^^ith, 0�, oit,, p, 193.
^^Yates, 0�. cit., p. 45,
17
and National Doom" (Amos 7:1-9, 8:1-3), "Religion and
Business" (Amos 8:4-14), "The Lord in the Temple" (Amos
9:10). 42
The literary style of Amos is superb, picturesque,
flashing with irony and satire. His speech is "simple,
homely, easily understood . "^^ always true of the
Oriental, his eloquence has about it the essence of
poetry. His language is forcible, vivid, powerful, "The
poor herdsman and tree dresser writes with all the power
and finish of a born poet and a bom orator,"^"* Farrar
compares the "startling grandeur of Amos* opening utter
ance to the roar of the lion from Jerusalem," and says
of his message: "Ihese words throb with the light and
flame of righteousness and moral indignation.^^ Amos
well knew that the unpardonable sin %n a preacher is to
have nothing to say.**^^ He never committed that sin.
Calkins classes Amos as the "first of the great classical
Chanter, o�. cit , , pp, 18-23.
43calkins, 0�. cit., p. 23.
^^Farrar, 0�. cit. , pp. 41-42.
^^Ibid., p. 56.
4� John Paterson, The Goodly Fellowship of the
Prophets (Mew York: Charles Scribner's Sons, iMS), p, 4,
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literary, and reformatory prophets of Israel."^" Accord-
ing to him Amos' one great fault was a complete lack of
anj note of love,^� yet he refers to him as one of the
greatest spiritual prophets and preachers of all times.
In his command of language, forms of expression,
effective illustrations and well-chosen images; in
the directness of his address, and in the variety
of presentation, he ranks among the masters of
human speech.^^
Amos' style possesses power of a stormy, shocking, batter
ing kind. His were "passages of concise energy and strik-
ing refrains." Paterson says,
Amos is as stern and rugged as the desert and
its bare siirroundings , Ihe wide open spaces in
which he lived are reflected in the amplitude of
his spiritual vision: 2he mountain of Moab over
which the sun broke in glory for him gave a clear
quality to his expression of divine truth. All
his similes and metaphores reflect the gaunt
background of the desert, ^1
Faus calls attention to the dramatically mournfiil dirge
meter of the prophet, "a limping meter of three beats,
followed by two beats,"^^
�i'^oalkins, 0�, cit ,, p. 13.
^Qlbid., pp. 22-23.
^^Ibid., p. 22.
5%arrar, op. cit., p. 43.
^�^Paterson, 0�. cit. , p. 13.
^2paus, o�. cit. , p. 71-
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Such was the literary style of the prophet who
listened to the voice of God speaking In solltai^ places.
Here was the man who took courage from the bidding of the
Eternal. His style but reflects the rugged soul of one
who declared judgment on a nation all out of joint with
God's righteousness.
Relevance of his message today, lhat Is the rele
vance of Amos' message to our day? Is his preaching out
of date? Ihere can be no doubt that the message of the
prophets is amazingly relevant for today. Much of what
they say strikes home regardless of social and cultural
differences. The Bible is as modern as it is ancient.
The prophetic message is timeless as it carries the cate
gorical imperative of God. The sins of Amos' day are the
sins of oiir day. "Amos preaches as truly today as when he
lived. TMs prophet dealt with the fundamental problems
of life: wealth, luxury, frivolity, corruption, oppression,
revelry and wine, licentiousness and Sabbath-breaking,
hypocritical tithing�all are present in om* world even as
they were in the world of Amos in the eighth century, B.C.
The worship of the cne true God Is obscured and neglected
in the worship of lesser things. These are the littl�
gods that glare back at us today frcm the nation's homes
^'^Calkins, 0�. cit., p. 24.
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and the nation's hearts. Passionate pursuit of financial
success, social prestige, entertainment and luxuries are
modern forms of idolatry which crowd the worship service
of the true God out of the lives of multitudes of Chris
tian people.
As in the days of Amos men relied on military might
and strength, so in our day men are speeding up rearmament,
forgetting that the Lord Jehovah is their strength, Mili-
tary might is "as dangerous for us, and useless, as it
was for ancient Israel.
The social evils of Amos' day are no worse than
the evils of bitter racial prejudices and mjust economic
discriminations of our day. Israel's world came to judg
ment, and o\irs is rapidly coming to ijudgment. The spiri
tual harvest of suspicion, fear, greed, economic injustice,
exploitation, discriminations, lnsid;.ts is ready for reap
ing. We too, need to repent,
/isos lived in a time of great crisis. tBie nation,
like ours, was in constant danger of destruction. Spiri
tuality was at a low ebb. It was easier to despair than
to hope. But when times were darkest, the prophet went up
to the Tower of Hope, not down to the Dxmgeon of Despair,
04Faus , op . cit, , p. 155
55 Ibid., p, 160,
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Like the world of Amos, our world does not have eyes to
see .
So Amos entered on his ministry, and so he laid it
down again. Back to his shepherding in the South and his
work among the sycamores�and to the writing of his book.
Preaching values. l!hat specific preaching values
does Amos have for this generation?
Amos' message is a powerful commentary on the mis
used free agency of man and the unccaiquerable Sovereignty
of God, The whole book of Amos Is a record of the con
flict between this Sovereignty and this wilful -^ree agency,
Amos points out again and again that God is the Almighty,
powerful Sovereign, Creator of the Universe, and that His
Sovereignty extends over the stars, the winds, the waters,
the peoples of the earth, over pestilence and earthquakes,
over stoiTOs and over nations (4tl3j 5:8-9; 9:5-6). This
Soverign God can do with man what He will, and there is no
escape froi His presence. He is a God of impartial justice
(6:12), forced to jiadge righteously among the nations,
Amos' message is a revelation of the Peril of Privi
lege without Responsibility. (2:9-11), The greater the
favor the heavier responsibilities,
AMos' message is that a just God demands just deal
ings in all of life's relationships, God is friendlier to
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barbarism than to Ill-gotten, ill-used wealth (4:1-3).
Amos* message is that ritualism without heart
purity is an insult to God (4:4*5-"; 5:25-26j 5:21-23).
Religion involves what one authority has called "the
ethic of the clean heart," To keep the letter of the
law without keeping the spirit of the law is to miss
the mark completely,
Amos' message is that God brings warning before
He sends judgment, but that He will not wait forever;
there is an end to warning (7:7-9),
Amos' message is that a righteous God requires
righteousness before ritualism, justice before sacrifice,
mercy before offerings { 5 :24i) �
Amos' message asks the question, Vho can "worship
the Lord in the beauty of holiness" (Psalms 29:2) while
the sullen, starving poor wait near the altar, and the
voices of blood cry unto God from the ground? (5:12).
HOSEA
His time . The reign of Jeroboam II, like the
sinking sun with its peaceful and prosperous rays, was
just about to pass away when Hosea began his prophecy in
Israel, some time between the years 745-735 B.C.
Politically, the time of this prophet was one of
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"anarchy, hloodshed, revolt and the break-up of a nation.""^
Bowled at by murderous discontent, kings crashed and fell
faster than wood�ci pins in a game of ninepins. At the
death of Jeroboam II, Zechariah his son reigned one month,
and was murdered by Shallum. Shallimi reigned one month and
was killed by Menahem, Menahem reigned six or seven years
and was succeeded at death by his son Pekahiah. Pehaklah
reigned a year and was slaim by Pekah, Pekah reigned
twenty years and was slain by Hoshea, who took the throne
after eight Intervening years of anarchy. Since pekah was
slain about 735 B.C. and since Hosea makes no allusion to
the war of Pekah against Ahaz, G-eorg� Adam anith concludes
that "the book of Hosea was closed before 734 B.C."�
Economically, the time of Hosea witnessed a swiftly
waning glory. The last bit of her national prosperity,
Israel used to buy help from both Assyria and Egypt
against her enemies. At last, her resources gone and her
energies exhausted, Israel fell into the cruel, merciless
hands of Assyria herself.'^
iKyle M. Yates, Preaching from the Prophets (lew
York: Harper & Brothers, 1942), p. 54.
2g. F. Keil, and F. Pelit25sch�, Biblical Commentary
on the Old Testament . Vol. L. (Grand Rapids, Michigan,
T^4^T7 pr"2r:
^George Adam Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets
The Expositor's Bible, Vol. I. (New"Tor1ET A. C. Armstrong
and Son, 1906), p. 218.
^George L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets (New
York: The Macmillan Cob?)any,"1^44 ) , p. W,
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Socially, the time of Hosea was one that sounded
the depth of moral decay. National health was endangered
by gangrenous corruption. Highways were unsafe for travel
lers. Bandit gangs were headed by church leaders. Civic
Justice was bought off by bribery. Hatred and anarchy
ran rife in the nation's bloodstream. Not all the fiery,
burning messages of Amos, nor all the tender pleading of
Hosea, cotild erase the alchemy of that devastating hatred.
Human life was cheap, and royal life was no exception.
King after king ascended to the crown with one foot on
the throne and one foot in the sepulchre, Israel was
morally and socially bankrupt.
Religiously, it was a day of ruthlessly broken
covenants and spiritual infidelity. Something beautiful
was gone from the nation's home and the nation's heart.
Her marriage vows were desecrated even in the temple
itself, A single decade ago the words of a popiilar song
said, "I'm dancing with tears in my eyes," Israel was
dancing the "delirious dance of death," but there were
no tears in her eyes. Even as the exquisite, beautiful
whiteness of the lovely gardenia turns brown and sere
after a human hand has touched its petals, so the fragile
loveliness of Israel's spirituality was marred by gross
sin. Her goodness was as evanescent as the early morning
dew, as vanishing as the smoke that drifts away from the
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Chimney (13^S). There were no tears in the wanton-eyed
nation of Israel, There were no tears in the sightless
eyes of Baal to v�hom she was giving her love. But in
the keen, searching, tear-blinded eyes of the Prophet
Hosea there is mirrored a reflection of the breaking
heart of God; in the voice of the prophet there is heard
the heart-breaking sob of the ever-loving God.
How shall I give the� up, Ephralm? How shall
I deliver thee, Israel? how shall I make thee as
Admah? how shall I set thee as Zeboim? mine
heart is turned within me, my repentings are
kindled together. (11:8)
Religion wore a false face. A hollow mockery
gleamed from its eyes. Israel's face was traitorous and
rebellio\is and hard. God's face was tender and pleading
and compassionate. God's undying love for unfaithful
man follows him to the very brink of dooia, striving and
pleading for man's response to His love. Loving His own
which are in the world. He loves them unto the end.
( John 13 :1 ) .
Who was this prophet Hosea who painted so beauti
fully, for all the centuries to see, this marvelous
Face of God�who caught in that portrait forever the un
utterable love of God yearning over His children? Littl�
is known of his backgrotmd, but just as "the whitest of
lilies scKaetimes grows from the blackest of waters," so
from days that were blacker than the blackest of shadows
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down In a cypress swamp, with a soul as white as the wind-
torn mists that rise against the mountains, came the pro
phet Hosea. Born in the Northern Kingdom of Israel, some
time in life at God's urging he married a woman named
Gomer. Three children were bom of this union, but before
long Gomer 's faithlessness to her marriage vows almost
broke his heart. Lower and lower into shame she sank,
till this great-hearted lover redeemed her for fifteen
pieces of silver. Hosea* s life was forged on the anvil
of suffering. Sorrow cleared his spiritual vision for,
like "clear shining after rain," that day came when he saw
in the sorrow of his domestic experience the tragic faith
lessness of Israel on the one hand, and the "unquenchable
love of Jehovah" on the other. He took the myrrh of sor
row and t\imed it into that beautiful Gospel of the Broken
Heart, even the Heart of Jehovah, whose compassions so
burned within him that he could hardly contain himself.
So Hosea, the son of Beeri, who lived in these
tragic days, was educated in the University of Suffering
and fitted in the crucible of sorrow to be a "spokesman
for GOD."
His message . Out of the dim recesses of the past
come the faint fragments of an almost forgotten poemj
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In the desert I saw a creature
Eating from his heart; I said,
"Is it good, friend?" He said,
"It is bitter�bitter�
But I like it, because it in
Bitter; and because it is mj. heart.
The message of Hosea comes out of his heart, and
it is bitter, bitter, but some of us love it because it
is truth, and because it is the beautiful "Gospel from a
Broken Heart, "^ Through the tragedy of his own domestic
sorrow, it was then, that Hosea read something of th�
awful suffering in the heart of God because of the faith
less desertion of Israel, God had taught Israel to walk;
He had wooed and married her as a little slave giii in
the land of Egypt; He had redeemed her for himself out of
the house of bondage,
Vfatching Him lavish His tender love on her and
the infidelity with which she treated His tender
ness, Hosea was able to see God's inexhaustible
love as no other prophet had understood it,^
Hosea *s message is divided into four parts. In
the first part (ch, 1-3), he tells the story of a prodi
gal wife, and likens that wife to th� prodigal nation of
Israel. H� passionately proclaims "the real blackness
7
of Israel's sin, a gross betrayal of the divine love,"
bAndrew V, . Blackwood, preaching from Prophetic
Books (New Yorkt Abingdon-Cokesbury presg, 1951), p, 38,
%at�s, o�. cit . , p. 60.
'''william G. Chanter, A Guide for Bible Readers
The Prophets (Nashville, Tenn.: Abinpon-Cokesbtiry Press,
1946 ) , p . 28 .
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In th� second part (ch. 4-6), he reveals Israel's sin
against Knowledge; there is no "knowledge of God in the
land," he declares (4:1). In the third part of his mes
sage (ch. 7-13), Hosea points out Israel's sin against
God's love. The more God called her, th� farther she
went from the God who had loved her, and had lifted her
up, and had fed her. (11:2). She did not know that
H� was her never-failing Provider. (11:3-4). Israel
was bent on backsliding from God, (11:7). The foiarth
part of the message (ch. 14), is on� last passionate,
tender pleading appeal to Israel to turn to the Lord her
God, and to His great forgiving love.
Relevance of his message today ? Th� essential mes
sage of Hosea to our day as well as to his is that God's
great redeeming love is able to transcend man's sins and
to ward off judgment, if man but learns of God, and
trusts Him, and turns to Him "with fidl purpose of, and
endeavor after, new obedience," God's love strives with
man to the very brink of disaster. His love is greater
than His j\istice,
Hosea' s style of preaching contrasts sharply with
that of Amos, Amos' style is brilliant, majestic, logi
cal, regulated. Hosea 's style is �motional, controlled
by his heart. Calkins tells us that Hosea did
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not hesitate to use a harsh, a coarse, and even a
vulgar vocabulary as with extreme frankness and
candor he exposes the sins, th� shames of the
people, their infidelities toward an ever-loviig
God,^
His writing is surcharged with feeling. Hence he
passes without any transition from tenderness to ferocity,
from a sob to a curse. Essentially he was a poet, a poet
of the heart, and we find outbursts of �xhaiistless sorrow,
endless grief, wild cries of anguish, bold poetic flights,
with only rarely a distinct connection between them. He
was a man controlled by his moods, and thes� find full
and lyrical expression in his writing.� There is none of
the beautiful measured rhetoric of Amos in the preaching
of Hosea. In the first part of his message he uses a
style of "passionate pleading and promise. "-^^ In th�
second part he uses
a stream of addresses and reflections, appeals,
upbraidings, sarcasms, recollections of earlier
history, denunciations and promises, which, with
little logical connection and almost no pauses or
periods, start Impulsively from each other, and
for a large part are expressed in elliptic and
ejaculatory phrases.
HRaymond Calkins , The Modem Message of the Minor
Prophets (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1947), p. 41
^X.oc . cit.
lOsmith, 0�_, cit. , p. 211.
Hloo. cit.
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Robinson speaks of his "mixed and desultory type
of prophetic utterance ."�'-^ Farrar says Hosea 's style
is "obscure," "rapid, ejaculatory, and poetic."-^� His
expressions have penetrating, permanent quality. His
similes are taken from the out-of-doors, and lend beauty
and color to his message�the lily, the fir tree, the
morning and evening dews. Deep in the soul of Hosea
burned the fires of a mystic. It is not Hosea 's rhetoric
that makes his message so beautiful. Rather, it is
those beautiful purple passages from the great glowing
heart of love which illuminates that message until it
comes to us as fragile and lovely as a lily in bloom.
Preaching values, lhat wonderful sermon material
for today is to be found in the book of Hosea, It
throjbs with preaching values. Great problems are men
tioned by this quiet, spiritual preacher�The Problem
of Divorce (eh. 1-3), The Problem of Insincerity (4:1),
The Problem of Immortality (4:1), Th� Problem of Igno
rance (4:1), The Problem of Salvation (11 :7a | 13 :2a j
13:4c), The Problem of Unrequited Love (4:7a; 6:6-7; 7:14d),
His one supreme solution for each problem is to return to
�^^Robinson, o�. cit, , p. 22.
^^F, W. Farrar, Men of the Bible, The Minor
Prophets (New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., ), pp. 82-84.
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th� Lord. Th�y that dw�ll under His shadow shall be
fruitful in all their undertakings (14:7-8).
Scanning the book for sermon possibilities, one
might choose th� theme, God�s Controversy: "For the Lord
hath a controversy with the inhabitants of the land, be
cause there is no truth, nor goodness, nor knowledge of
God in the land," (4:1), Insincerity, itonorality. Igno
rance make good Proving Grounds of Destruction, Th�
dangerous fogs from such lowlands are deadly to the
spiritual pilot who a ttempts to fight his way through to
safe landings. Knowledge of God is the steering star of
the Pilot, It is a terrible thing to be lost in the fog I
In the blinding fogs of spiritual ignorance, destruction
is certain, "My people are destroyed for lack of know
ledge." (4:6).
One m^ght choose for a sermon topic from Hosea the
theme. Termites of Wisdom, "liioredom and win� and new wine
take away the understanding." (4:11, A.R.V.) "Hies� are
th� little busy, destructive termites that eat out the
foundation of character. Silently, but swiftly they work,
leaving appalling havoc in their wake. Hationali^, as
well as individually, the cost of such destructlveness Is
astounding.
one might preach on Signposts to God's Favor:
"Know th� Lord," (2:20) "Love the Lord," (the teaching
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of the whole Book of Hosea seems to bring out this ex
hortation, though the word itself does not appear as a
conmiand or an entreaty), "Return unto the Lord." (6:1).
George Adam Smith expresses so beautifully what that
return can mean. He says:
The chapters of Hosea are drenched with the
dew of God�s mercy, of which no drop falls on
those of Amos, but there God is rather the roar
as of a lion, the flash as of lightning. Both
prophets bid Israel turn to God; but Amos means
by that, to justice, truth, and purity, while
Hosea describes a husband, a father, long-suffer
ing and full of mercy. "I bid you come back,"
cries Amos. But Hosea pleads, "If only you were
aware of what God is, you would come back," "Come
back to God and live," cries Araos; but Hosea,
"Come back to God, for He is love." Amos calls,
"Come back at once, for there is but little time
left till God must visit you in judgment"; but
Hosea, "Gome back at once, for God has loved you
so long and so kindly," Amos cries, "Turn, for
in front of you is destruction"; but Hosea, "Turn,
for behind you is God, "14
As it was the solution for the broken homes and the broken
nation of Hosea *s day, so this three-fold message of
Hosea is equally applicable to the broken homes and the
broken nations of this generation: know, love, return,
and God will heal old wounds, (6:1-3) and send revival
and blessing, (14:5-7),
One might preach on Barriers to Salvation: Lack
of knowledge concerning God (4:6), Straying from God (5:4),
Dealing treacherously with God (5:7), Rebellion against
14Smith, op. cit, , p, 339.
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God (7tl4), "Yet I am the Lord thy God from the land of
Egypt, and thou shalt know no god but me; for there is
no saviour beside me." (13:4), Ee is the sinner's only
hope, "How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salva
tion?" (Hebrews 2:3).
Of all th� sermons one migjit preach from the trea
sured book of Hosea, he would never want to miss preaching
on the subject. Portraits of God. Ihen Hosea wanted to
move the will of Israel Godward, he painted with masterly
strokes four beautiful portraits of God's love.
The first portrait is that of The Pitying Father,
and shows the love of a father for a little child, teach
ing him step by step to walk, loving him, probably kissing
away the hurt or binding up the wound when he fell. "I
taiaght Ephralm also to go, taking them by their arms, but
they knew not that I healed them." (11:3), And when that
child grew up, and stumbled on the rough roads of life,
the Father knew. His tears must have fallen faster than
th� summer rain as His great love waited the prodigal's
return. "Gome and let us return unto the Lord; for h�
hath torn, and h� will heal us; he hath smitten, and he will
bind us up." (6:1). "How shall I give thee up, Ephralm?
How shall I deliver thee, Israel?" (11:8), So this great
pitying Father looks at the nations of the world today with
broken heart, yearning over His children, going their head-
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Strong way to th� very brink of destruction, "How shall
I give the� up?"�calls to nation and to Individual,
Th� sorrow of all th� centuries Is In the heart of this
great Father-God today. Nations whom He has carried In
His arms and taught to walk; whom He has loved, and healed,
have turned their backs upon Hte and spurned Hie love,
his Book, and His Church.
The second portrait which Hosea paints is that
of The Pleading Lover, In tenderest yearning and passion
ate pleading, Hosea reveals the yearnings of the Great
Lover, God, for His littl� unfaithful slave girl, married
in the Land of Egypt, His Israel, who had gone after other
lovers, "Return, Return," "Com�," He calls to His desert
ing wife, H� chose th� Church in �very nation to be Ki�
bride. Can on� not hear His voice, breaking with His
lonely sobbing, as He stands with pathetic face beside th�
empty churches of this day and calls and pleads with that
deserting Brld�, "Return, return, com� back"i If only
sh� knew how God loves her, surely ah� would com� backl
If only nations and individuals today kn�w how God loves
them, surely they would retiirn. The Lov� that entreats I
Th� third portrait is that of Th� Good Shepherd,
caring for His sheep, leading them to green pastures when
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�9Ams-the fields dried up, feeding them when they were
hungry. "According to their pasture, so were they filled."
(13:6). "All we like sheep have gone astray; we have
turned every one to his own way." No night is too dark,
no road too rough for this Shepherd to seek out and to care
for Els sheep.
The fotirth portrait of God in the Book of Hosea is
that of "Ihe Forgiving Husband. "0 Israel, return unto
the Lord... I will heal their backsliding, I will love them
freely: for mine anger is turned away from him," (14: T .:4)
"I will betroth thee unto me forever." (2:19) This is the
Love that never lets go�'the Love that waits, and pleads,
and forgives; the Love that restores to unbroken fellow
ship. How God loves His prodigal sons and daughters! How
He pleads for His prodigal wifei His love knows no bounda
ries. Though man forsakes God, God never forsakes man.
Just within the shadows, perhaps even where He stood when
man deserted Him, waits the patient, pleading, dearly-lov
ing God, pleading with all His heart with the sons and
daughters of men today, "Come back. Come back." "Turn,
for behind you is Godl"^^
i-bSmith, op. cit,, p. 339,
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JOEL
The first verse of the prophecy gives us all we know
of this prophet's personal history. Ee prophesied for
Judah.
His time. The date of Joel is shrouded in mystery.
Hot one of the prophets has so uncertain a date. No allu
sions to kings or idol worship help to solve the problem of
his time. Scholars usually place him either in the eighth
century B. C, or in the fourth�either before 760 B. C,
or after 537 B. G. Some even set him as far back as the
ninth century B. C, while others bring him down to th�
second century B. G. The early scholars tend to place him
in the earlier centuries; the later ones, in the later cen
turies. That the ancient rabbis regarded Joel as one of the
earlier prophets is, in Robinson's opinion, a strong presump
tion in favor of this early date.-*-
I'Tiether Joel's prophecy belongs to early or later
centuries, its years were desperately lean ones. The
locusts had come like the crackling of a prairie fire. They
ccaapletely ravag�d the land. Not a leaf, not a blade of
grass remained. Not a piece of bark was left on the trees,
which stood stark and white against the sky. vaaat the
^George L. Robinson, ^� Twelve Minor Prophets
(New York: George H. Doran Company, 1926), p. 40.
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palmerworm left, the locust ate; what the locust left, the
cankerworm ate; what the cankerworm left, the caterpillar
ate (1:4). Vineyards were laid waste. Fig trees were
barked. Never had there been such destruction. Famine,
gaunt and terrifying, stalked through the land, tracking
man and beast. So desperate were economic conditions that
the very children of Judah and Jerusalem were sold as
slaves to the Grecians, (3:6),
It was a desperate time religiously�so desperate
that the prophet lost no time in menticnlng actual sins,
as he pointed to the swiftly approaching, terrible Day of
Yahweh, rapidly descending upon them. Even as the chasten
ing hand of God lay heavy upon them, Joel called the people
to repentance and to a return to the God whom they had
forgotten.
"A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pic
tures of silver." (Proverbs 25:11), Just when the calamity
was greatest, just when he was needed most, Joel quickly,
calmly, and courageously, with no word of criticism, spoke
to a grief-stricken, panicky people, gently \u?ging them to
repent and to pray. He was a true friend, this son of
Pethuel, whose very name meant "the Lord is God," According
to Clarke, he belonged to the tribe of Reuben, and the city
of Betharan, on the other side of the Jordan. ^ It was this
'^Adam Clarke, Clarke ' s Commentary, Vol. IV (B.
V/augh and T. Mason, 1^33), p, 389 .
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quiet. Godly, courageous preacher who in the hour of
"darkest calamity" lit the lamp of hope.
His message . In passionate tones Joel foretold the
terrible coming Day of Yahweh, with its thick darkness,
its quaking earth, its darkened moon, its lustreless stars�
a great and terrible day that called for rended hearts,
rather than rended garments; for fasting rather than feast
ing.
His message may be outlined as follows:
Theme : ^e Day of Jehovah
1:2-11 Judah 's Devastation,
1 :4 Locusts
1:18-20 Drouth
2:1-11 Invasion
2:12-17 Exhortation to Reformation,
Joel calls to penitence, fasting, prayer
2:18-29 Revelation of Promised Blessing.
Of future restoration
Of a future Pentecost
2:30-3:14 Judgment upon the heathen nations,
3:17-21 Restoration and regeneration of Zion,
Even while he points out the signs of judgment, Joel
calls to repentance, and holds out th� vision of blessing ^
to light their way through the fast gathering darkness. He
saw in disaster the signal to turn to God. The judgment
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that follows sin may be averted, he declares, if repentance
is deep and sincere. One of the most beautiful thoughts of
his message is that God can "restore the years that the
locusts have eaten." (2:25)^ Like th� Evening Star his
message of hope and cheer shone through the on-coming night.
Joel's style, different from that of any of the other
prophets, is clear, refined, and forceful and yet poetic and
diffusive. Clarke'5 speaks of "th� grace of his diction,"
"his fondness of metaphors, comparisons, and allegories,"
and of the inimitable beauty of the first two chapters of
his prophscy. As a preacher, Joel's language Is notably
vivid, dramatic and poetic.
Rel�vanoe of his me s sag� today. Over the world today
is rapidly gathering a darkness blacker than that of Joel's
day, a darkness heralding a swiftly approaching horrible day
of reckoning� the terrible day of Jehovah. There is no time
to be lost. It is time to call for fasts and solemn assem
blies, to r�nd the heart, and turn to God in deep, genuine
repentance.
And rend your heart, and not your garments, and
turn unto the Lord your God: for he is gracious and
merciftLL, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and
repenteth him of the evil.
Iho knoweth if h� will return and repent, and
leave a blessing behind hlmj even a meat offering
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and a drink offering unto the LORD your God?
(2:13-14).
Like Amos, his language is pure and classic Hebrew.
Th� ravages of the locusts are dsscrlbed in an
expressive rhythmic staccato movement of poetic
imagery, by which he pictures th� rapid advance
of the pests and their irresistible attack upon
the city. 4
Preaching values . Joel had eyes that saw. He
looked about him at the conditions of the world. His ser
mon began with what h� saw. "Listen I" was the substance
of his message.
Have you ever seen anything like this? Tell
your children about it, and let your grandchildren
and your great grandchildren be told. Pass it on
from generation to generation: The land is com
pletely ravaged, Hothing is left. Wake upt Weep I
Wa&t a sermon could be gotten from Joel on The Fruit of
Sint In the first part of his message Joel would seem
to teach us that the fruit of sin is calamity. He points
out the wasted vineyards, the stark white fig trees, bare
against th� sky, the parched land, the withered vine, the
languishing oil, the withered fruit trees, the missing
meat offering in the temple, the perished harvest, the
mildew on the planted seed, th� burned up pastiires, and
the thirsty, hungry, groaning beasts. Fan in� faced men
and animals alike. "Sound the alarml" h� cries. "Blow
the trumpet in Zion I"
Robinson, o�. cit,, pp. 42-43,
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Then Joel lays down The Condition of Blessing.
For his day as well as ours the condition remains the
same :
sanctify ye a fast, call a solemn assembly,
gather the elders and all the inhabitants of the
land into the house of the LORD your God, and cry
xmto the Lord,. . .
. , .turn ye even to me with all your heart,
and with fasting, and with weepking, and with
mourning :
. . .And rend your heart, and not your garments,
and turn unto the LORD your God: for he is gracious
and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kind
ness, and repenth him of th� evil. (1:14; 2:12-13).
So wide stretches the calamity, so far must reach
the repentance. National calamity requires national re
pentance. Joel is w�ll aware of the relationship between
natural calamities and man's morality, between a just
economy and the cause of religion. After sincere repen
tance will com� national material blessing.^ "But seek
ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and
all these things shall be added unto you." (Matthew 6:33).
Famines caused by soil exhaustion, floods caused by sel
fish forestry, fuel crimes caused by waste and extrava
gant distribution, destruction due to use of DDT for weeds
all call for national repentance, and for a national
OR^mend Calkins, The Modem Message of the Minor
Prophets (Hew York: Harper^ Brothers PublisEers, 1947),
pp. 158-59.
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policy regarding conservation of natural resources. Civi
lization itself hangs upon our future policy concerning
these things. Unless we repent we shall be destroyed.
The third part of Joel's message might furnish food
for a sermon on the topic, Tne Repentance that Wins God's
Favor. It must be a national repentance; all the inhabi
tants must ci�y xmto the Lord (1:14). It must be as of one
person, one heart (2:13). It must be a repentance that
comes from the depths of one's soul (2:13). The repentance
that wins God's favor must be a repentance that turns whole
heartedly to God. Sin gathers calsanities as snowballs
gather snow, Pimishment can be reduced in the same way
that snowballs can be reduced�by complete cessation of
the activities which produced the emulative product. The
repentance that wins God's favor is a repentance that en
thrones God above paganism. The repentance that wins God's
favor is a repentance that seeks God's honor (2:17). Joel
believes that when a nation sincerely repents, there will
be blessing for that nation; there will be removal of
national reproach (2:19), and removal of national enemies
(2:2); there will be green pastures in the wilderness (2:22),
fruits in abundance (2:22), the early and the latter rains
(2:23), over-flowing barns (2:24), restored years (2:25),
hearts to thank God for Eis bounties (2:26), knowledge of
the Most High and of His Presence with His people (2:27),
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a spiritual Pentecost and a spirit of prophecy throughout
all the land of Israel (2:28,29), and finally salvation
for whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord (2:32),
Joel also teaches that God's conceim reaches not
only to the nation as such, but to Els Temple also. When
the nation lives in the fear of God there will be truly
well-kept churches in the land. The Ohurch shall prosper.
Then shall the Psalmist's words be validated among God's
people, "Lord, I have loved the habitation of thine house,
and the place where thine honotir dwelleth," (Psalms 26:8),
In his day, the prophet spoke of God's gathering
the nations into the Valley of Decision to judge them
scattering His heritage, parting His land, ravaging His
temples, taking His silver and His gold, and carrying His
desirable things into their pagan temples. Surely nations
are rapidly approaching that Valley of Decision where God
.will judge them likewise for their opposition to truth and
righteousness, for selfish policies and ambitions which
exploited whole peoples and oppressed small nations with
utter disregard for the sanctity of human life. Repentance
can stem Impending judgment, but it roust be deep and sin
cere , Only then can the Keeper of the Years save the
nations and restore to them the years that the locusts
have eaten (2:25),
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An outline of Joel's third, and final, chapter
is suggested as follows:
I. God's judgment upon the nations (1-16)
A. Th� verdict pronounced in time and place
its nature and ground (1-8)
B. The sentence executed (9-16)
1. Th� call to hear it (9-11)
2, The throne from which it is given (11-12)
3. Th� dr�adful overthrow which specified
it (13-16)
II. The final glory of God's Kingdom (17-21)
A. The presence of God in it (17)
B* Its abundant blessings (18)
G. Its perpetual blessedness (19-21)^
A favorite text from this third chapter of Joel is
contained in verse 13a. "Put ye in the sickle, for har
vest is ripe." The them� "A Harv�st Sermon" is suggested.
I. The harvest reveals the results of Man's labour
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall h�
also r�ap."
1. ?;e see this in social life.
2. In ow intellectual life, as every man in
due time discovers for himself.
James Wolfendale, The Preacher's Homiletical
Commentary on the Minor PropKe^, V. 20 (New York: Funk
& tagnalls Company, 1892), p. 240,
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3, In th� ocoupations w� follow w� sow as
w� reap.
4. In the moral and religious sphsr� th� same
law holds good, so then the worldly need
not complain if they ar� hopeless of
heaven, and the religious ne�d not be
indignant if the wealth of this world
is not theirs.
II. The harvest proclaims the supremacy of divine
law,
1. Science has demonstrated the constancy and
regularity of th� laws of natur�.
2, Th� thought that our God rules in every
sphere should give sanctity to all our
employments, and to all th� relation
ships which they necessitate .
5. Most of all, in the broad fields of Chris
tian service, we should work as those who
are under the eye of "The Lord of Harvest,"
III. The harvest witnesses to th� accomplishment of
God's purpose.
1. He has a purpose about everything, but with
Him ther� is no haste.
2. L�t us not be discouraged about ourselves,
though the new life within us does seem
iraraature.
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Gonolus ion :
!� Even in this life th� law of retribution
and reward makes itself felt.
2. The law of retribution, of which we see
glimpses here, will be revealed in the
experience of all men hereafter*'''
JOHAH
His time and his message. Ih� prophet Jonah was
of the tribe of Zebulun of the northern kingdom. Prom
II Kings 14:25 we learn that Jeroboam II restored the
cost of Israel according to the word of th� Lord which h�
spake by his servant Jonah, from which it would appear
that this prophet lived and labored during the days of
Jeroboam II,
Politically, these were days of unparalleled success
and Imury.-^ They were days of selfish nationalism of an
ugly, narrow patriotism, which knew no love or compassion
for such a people as th� Iin�vites, whose wickedness had
com� to the attention of Jehovah. Israel had a hard, cold
spirit of contes^t for alien peopl�.
.Joseph �. B^ell and W. J. D�ane, The Pulpit Com
mentary, ?. 30 (lew York: Punk & Wagnalls Company, ),
pp. 62-63.
iKyl� M. Yates, Preaching from the Prophets (Hew
York: Harper k Brothers'," l94g �pTTS^I
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Destiny seemed to test the soul of Jonah by giving
him a special niche in these "dark days of Israel's his
tory." Of his life we know little. He was the son of
Amittai, and lived in Gath-Hepher, (2 Kings 14:25), about
four miles north of Nazareth.
One day the Lord called Jonah to go and cry out
against Nineveh, the great capitol city of Assyria.
Nineveh was one of the grandest cities of the world.
proud, populous, wicked, this Gentile city was regarded
by patriotic Jews as their chief enemy.
Now Jonah loved his Hebrew Godj moreover, he was a
staimch Jewish patriot, with the Jew's withering contempt
for heathen wickedness. His loyalty to Jehovah, however,
balked when Jehovah required him to make the voyage to
Nineveh. Unwilling to cross racial sind spiritual barriers,
he rose and fled from the presence of the Lord of Heaven
and earthl But God holds the roads' end in His hands.
Sooner or later every prodigal must come face to face with
Him. There is no escape from this great Presence, either
"in the heavens above, or in the earth beneath, or in th�
waters under the earth."
Instead of going northeast to Nineveh Jonah in
his flight went southwest toward Spainj and in a tsmpest-
tosssd boat his sin found him out. Ihen he came to be
regard�d as the cause oT their distress, he himself had
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the mariners cast him overboard, thereby hoping to pre
serve the men's lives. In the miracle of the whale this
pouting, rebellious prophet at last carae to himself and
cried out to God in prayer. "God works in mysterious
ways. His wonders to perform." Jonah went to Nineveh.
With all the passionate vehemence of his soul, he preached
to those Ninevites. But after the revival, so keeiy did
he feel his "loss of face" that he begged God to take his
life. It was betler under the circumstances, he felt,
for him to die.
Then it was that God let Jonah see something of
the Divine compassion for lost men. God has a way of
asking questions. To Adam He said, "Where art thou?"�
To Cain, "�ihere is tny brother?"^ He closes the book of
Jonah by setting in the midst of the centuries a question
mark large enough for all the world to see:
And should not I spare Nineveh, that great city,
wherein are more than sixscore thousand persons
that carmot discern between their right hand and
their left hand; and also much cattle? (3:11).
Both Robinson and Yates divide the message of the
Book of Jonah as follows :
"
^William Cowper, in Presbyterian l^Ttinal (Richmond,
Virginia: Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1927),
Hymn No , 221 .
^Genesis 3:9.
^Genesis 4:9,
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1. Disobedience--running from God
2. Prayer�running to God
3. Preaching�running with God
4. Ooiaplaints�running ahead of God,^
Jonah is great in the wonderful simplicity of lan
guage. His message is like a gunshot penetrating into
the hearts of his hearers . Strange that a preacher who
was so marvelously used of God to win others to Him, had
himself to be preached to by that same God, because of
his jealous, pouting sulkiness that hated the very idea
of salvation for the heathen.
Relevance of his message today. The essential
message of Jonah is that of the "Little Gospel"� "God so
loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life." (John 3:16). God's love knows no
racial boundaries. It is universal. His love reaches
out to all people, seeking their salvation.
The only recorded semon ever preached in the Bible
that could literally be put in a nut shell was the sermon
of Jonah to the Ninevites: "Yet forty days, and Hineveh
shall be overthrown." (3:4). The sermon contained only
OG. L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 19^6), p. 77; Yates, op. cit. ,
p. 188.
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eight words, but it put a city of more than one hundred
and twenty thousand persons in the sackcloth of repen
tance, and so turned them from their evil ways that de
struction was turned from them. It was a brief, powerful,
startling, impassioned sermon. There is no foolishness,
no garulousness about speech when one returns from the
very jaws of death. There is deadly earnestness, solemnity,
and vehemence in this prophet's sermon. Its vehemence
seems the stronger because the prophet was singularly
arrested by the fact of God's love for these wicked for
eigners. The brevity and vehemence of the message combined
to as it were explode with the power of an atom bomb on
the city of Nineveh.
Preaching values. The book of Jonah offers many
fine sermon possibilities. One mi^ht well choose the
topic. Storm-tossed Sinners. Jonah took a ship to flee
from God,
But the Lord sent out a great wind into the sea,
and there was a mighty temptest in the sea, so that
the ship was like to be broken (1:4)
All His floods and His billows rolled over Jonah (2:3).
Because they have tried to flee from God, there are
today innmerabl� storm-tossed Jonahs floundering about in
the sea of sin, sorrow, and separation from God. The mute
wreckage of individuals and of nations strewn about the
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world today Is solemn testimony to this fact. Everywhere
the waves of godlessness engulf with their paganism. There
arc misfits in every walk of life because men have tried to
flee from a God*given mission. But God still has His way
of sending his message to the world. Wno loses to Him is
victor at the end of the road. He delivers Eis Jonahs
from many a whale's belly to carry His message for Him,
Another sermon topic from Jonah might be. Life is
One Impossible Exit. There is only one door that opens to
the Presence of God--Christ� there is no door by which one
may escape from that one great Presence. He dwells in the
uttermost part of the earth.
The Book of Jonah suggests the sermon topic, Mercy
Mthout Boundaries. His love knows no boundaries. Racial
barriers do not stop it. Evil does not quench it. Com
passionate and eternal. His love seeks out the prodigal
sons and daughters, no matter how far their wilful lives
have carried them. That love is as high as the heavens
above th� earth, as far as the east is from the west, as
long as from Eternity Past to Eternity Future, even from
everlasting to �v�rlaEting, as deep as the depths Christ
stopped to redeem man from sin. Even as God's great lov�,
so must ours b�.
Robinson finds the following grsat truths suggested
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by this "most Christian of all Old Testament books" :�
1, The catholicity of divine grace (4:10, 11)
2. A higher patriotism, "Over against the narrow
patriotism of the mean and contemptible little
spirit of Jonah, the author gives us a picture
of the loving, fatherly, catholic God,"'''
3, The conditional character of prophecy, , . ,
especially of God's threatenlngs , Ihen God
threatens he is promising.
4. The secret of effective preaching. The preacher
must, so to speak, die like Jonah. He must
have room in his heart for all mankind.
5. The necessity of obedience. A man cannot escape
his divinely appointed destiny.
MICAH
His time . Ihile Amos was sternly denouncing Israel,
and Hosea was tenderly pleading with her to return to Jeho
vah, Micah and Isaiah were preaching God's message to the
Southern Kingdom of Judah. Micah, a native of Moresheth,
in the southwest of Judah, near the Philistine border, was
a product of the soil. He is described as possessing a
^Robinson, 0�. cit . , pp. 90, 91, 92.
"^Ibid., p. 91.
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"stern, powerful, fearless personality," a man of artis
tic feeling who wrote in figures, similes, and descrip
tions. He had the "deep compassion of Hosea," even if
he lacked Isaiah's breadth of vision.*^ Such was this
prophet who lived and preached during the years
736-698 B. G.
Micah prophesied in Judah in the days of Jotham,
Ahaz, and Hezekiah, in years of upheaval, anaroy and
change, Ihen in 735 B, C., King Ahaz refused to join in
a Syro-Ephramatic coalition against Assyrian, Judah be-
came tributary to Assyria, The norther kingdom and Samaria
were eventually defeated by the enemy, who held all her
conquered peoples in stern thralldom. The death of Sargon
in 705 B. C. was the signal for revolt. It was then that
Jerusalem was besieged by Sennacherib who it is reported
took forty-six of the cities of Judah, Such is the back-
o
ground of Micah 's prophecies.**
Under Hezekiah, Jerusalem became a hotbed of politi
cal strife. Some of th� king's advisers urged alliance
with Egypt against Assyria, others submission to Assyria,
XKyle M, Yates, Preaching from the Prophets (Hew
York: Harper 8e Brothers, 1942), p. 114.
2John Patterson, The Goodly Fellowship of the
prophets (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1^48),
p. 85,
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The law was abused in high places; "nobles fleecing the
poor, judges accepting bribes, prophets flattering the
rich, and priests teaching for hire. Lust of wealth ruled
on all sides ."^ The people would not endure strong preach
ing. A "scornful, reckless type of irreligion was pre
valent." There was witchcraft, idolatry, and soothsaying,
4
in the land. The priests were greedy, and immoral.
His message. Himself a man of humble origin, Micah
struck at the oppression of the poor by the rich. Fear
lessly he criticized the rich, denouncing them almost in
the very language of Aaaos. They "covet fields, and seize
them; and houses, and take them away: and they oppress a
man and his heritage." (2). Like Amos, too, Micah warns
of the impending judgments of God.
The message of Micah for our times is suggested in
Robinson's smmary of the prohet's theme:
1. Chapters 1-3.�Sharp denunciation and imre-
lieved doom; full of impassioned invectives against
the officers of church and state, accompanied by
peals of judgment, menace, and threatening, until the
prophet's censures are no longer welcome and his audi
tors bid him stop (2:6). Micah was the first of the
prophets to threaten Jerusalem with destruction (3:12).
...His threats are followed happily with promises of
restoration .
'
-^G. L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets (Few
York: Harper and Brctheri7^926 ) , p. 96.
%ates, o�. cit. , p. 110.
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2. Chapters 4-5.�Glimpses of coming glory,
with promise of salvation, including Messianic
and eschatolo�ical hopes. � ,As always in the Old
Testament, his vision of the future is foxinded
upon the actualities of the present. . .Two pic
tures flash across the mind, the exaltation of
Zion and the Messiah's birth in Bethlehem:
(a) Chapter 4 :l-5�A picture of Zion, destined
to become the spiritual metropolis of the whole
world, , ,
(b) Chapter 5:2 ff A propecy that the Mes
siah is to be born in Bethlehem, as David was,
Isaiah had foretold his virgin birth (7:14)j
Micah predicts his village birth. . ,
3, Chapters 6-7,�The Lord's controversy, a
dialogue exceedingly dramatic, vindicating Jehovah's
providence. The people regard God as a hard, grasp
ing, and exacting master, trying to wring out of
them unjust requirements. They wish to know, there
fore, how much will satisfy him, % cruel and mis
taken methods they have been trying to propitiate
God, offering the fruit of their bodies for the
sins of their souls (6:7). . .Then the prophet pro
ceeds to give with trenchant force one of the most
poignant criticisms of a oomn.ercial community in
all literature,. . .The prophet concludes with a
most beaut ifxil prayer, and a noble apostrophe to
Jehovah, as the incomparable God of forgiveness and
grace. (7:7-20),5
The message of Micah may also be stated in these
words: ''He hath shewed thee, 0 man, what is good; and what
doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to
love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?" (6:8),
preaching values. This country prophet was a
wide-awake soul I He saw deeply into the heart of the
bRobinson, op, cit,. pp. 97-99.
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social order of his day. Fe lists the "Causes of Un
answered Prayer"! Hatred of good, love of evil, cruelty,
lying, corruption, ill behaviovir. (3:2-11), Only the
life that submits unreservedly to the will of God, only
the life lived in harmony with His purpose, may confi
dently expect an answer to p rayer.
Again, Micah describes "Worship ?hich Pleases God"j
not the worship which comes before Him with the burnt of
ferings of calves, of rams, of oil, of children, but the
worship of hearts that do justly, love mercy, and walk
hvanbly with their God, (6:8), Did Amos plead for justice?
So Micah pleads for justice. Did Hosea plead for mercy?
So Micah pleads for mercy. Did Isaiah emphasize a way of
holiness? So Micah emphasizes a hum; le walk with God-
great truths, as essential today as In the day when they
were first uttered.
"Th� ?�easure of a God" is another sermon topic
brought to light by the prophet Micah. He looked about
him and noted the idol worship. These false gods had
eyes, but could not see; they had ears, but could not hear,
Vith a fervent spirit of thanksgiving and adoration he
cries to his Hebrew God, Yehweh,
Wno is a God like unto thee, that pardoneth
iniquity, and passeth by the transgression of the
remnant of his heritage? he retalneth not his
anger for ever because he delighteth in mercy,
(7:18).
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Could false gods forgive sin, and delight in
mercy? Micah �s God could!
Again Micah furnishes the topic, "The Soiirce of
Spiritual Power." The prophet recognized his own limi
tations. It took coTxrage for him to point out the sins
of Israel and Judah. But Micah knew where to find an
\mfailing source of courage for the doing of this diffi
cult task. He knew that all his power, his Judgnent,
and his ability came from the Lord: "But truly I am full
of power by the spirit of the Lord, and of judgment, and
of might, to declare tmto Jacob his transgression, and to
Israel his sin." (2:8),
"Little but Mighty" could be the sermon topic for
Ilicah 5:2:
But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be
little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of
thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be
ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been
from of old, from everlasting.
How God uses the little things to show forth Eis
glory in this world� the rod of a shepherd, the pen of a
Scholar, a Star in the Fast, a boat in the bulrushes, a
sling and five smooth stones, five loaves and two small
fishes, a handful of meal and a little oil in a cruze, a
little country village in the Land of Palestine, These
little things have changed the course of destinyl
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HABAKKUK
His time. Nothing Is known of Habakkuk outside
the book that bears his name. His name signifies an
embracer of a heartener, as one who soothes a weeping
child, The most likely time of his prophecy seerrs to
be about the year 605 B. C, The years between 605 B, C,
and 600 B. 0, were days when empires rocked and tottered,
when the land heaved with lawlessness, with tyranny, and
with appalling tragedy, Nineveh had been defeated,
Assyria had been overthrown. Media and Egypt had fallen.
Of all the dark days of Hebrew prophecy, Habakkuk 's day
was one of the darkest, Vlth a soul-sheklng ominous feel
ing, he stands on the "edge of the slush and walls from
the very depths of his anguished soul, "0 Jehovah, how
long shall I cry, and thou wilt not heart even cry out
imto thee of violence, and thou wilt not savel" (1:2),
Without waiting for an answer to the first ques
tion, Habakkuk hurls a second, as It were. Into the face
of God: "Why dost thou show me Iniquity, , ,and judgment
doth never go forth"? (1:3-4), Strife, grievance, spoil
ing and bribery, and loose regard for law, were everywhere.
The wicked stirrounded th� rl^teous^ and judgment was
IG. L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets . (New
York: George H. Doran Company, 1926), p. 121,
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wrested ere It went forth. The wicked surround the
righteous I VSiat a picture of the Church in the midst
of the world I What an opportunity that Church had to
be a li^t and a seasoning to those around her I las
the Church dead, that the prophet should be in such
dire spiritual depression? Was the light gone out? Had
the salt lost its savour? if'as that why this pricfelessly
beautiful, spiritual soul had been hurled into an abys
mal chasm? Was that why the cable of faith seemed so
thin? in all the darkness was there only on� honest
searcher after spiritual truth? Was there only one
who went to the source of all truth for his answer?
Wao was this "free-thinker"� this "father of
Israel's religious doubt"^ ''bo was this candid, forc�-
ful, sensi tiv� suppliant among the prophets, who "could
not reconcile a bad world with a good God and a righteous
law"?3
Yates^ says he "was probably a prominent citizen
of Jerusalem," Robinson^ designates him as "on� of th�
%yle M. Yates, Preaching from the Prophets (Hew
York: Harper & Brothers, 1942), p, 151,
3lbid,, p, 153,
^Ibid., p, 151.
^George L, Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets
(New York: George H, Doran Co^any, 1926), p, 118,
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great personalities of his age." And Clarke^ points out
that "he was probably of the tribe of Simeon, and a
native of Bethzacar-"
His message. The Book of Ifeibakkuk contains three
chapters. Chapter 1 might be called A Believer's Doubts;
chapter 2, The "Watch tower of Faith"; and chapter 3, A
Doubter's Beliefs. Between th� doubts and the beliefs
in Habakkuk' s life stood a watchtower of faith; that mad�
all the differ�nc�t In the "earthquake of faith," that
shook the soul of this man of deep strong faith, the
problem was: Why do I cry and God keeps silent? Bhy do
the righteous suffer and the wicked go free? God's reply
is that already He is raising up a nation to punish evil
doers. �hen Habakkuk expostulates with God, the Lord
answers that the just shall live by their faith. lAhen
Habakkuk learns that God will send five woes upon th�
C2ialdeans, he is relieved, for he now knows that God has
heard his prayer. He learns that the aniter shall be
smitten, that wickedness cannot live forever. His doubts
fly like the mists of the morning, and in their place
came the beautiful prayer and psalm of the closing
chapter of the book.
OAdam Clarke, Clarke's Commentary, Vol. IV, (New
York: B. Waugh and T, Mason7~l6SS ) , p. 469,
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Relevance of his message today . Habakkuk 's mes
sage for today Is that though God sometimes seems Indif
ferent to the wrongdoing In this world, He Is neverthe
less working out His purpose. Though retribution may be
slow coming, yet In the end sin will find Itself out.
Judgment will come. Meantime, the just shall live by
their faith. God Is neither Indifferent nor asleep. Be
hind the shadows of life He stands, planning, working
that His purpose may be accomplished. Faith and confi
dence in God furnish the inner strength and "victory
that overcomes th� world."
Preaching values. Vhat a sermon Habakkuk might
furnish on Broken Communications 1 The wire seems to be
down. Between man and God there is a great silence,
though communication is sou^t with all one's soul. The
soul-stirring cry of Habakkxik finds its counterpart in
many a soul today : "0 Lord, how long shall I cry, and
thou wilt not hear?" And what is going on in that silence?
Man is facing the problem of trying to re-establish con
nections, in order that he might get some answer from that
Voice at the other end of the line. On man's part, the
silence is a time of bitter complaint about the evil in
th� world, and about th� apparent lack of Divine judg
ment upon the forces of evil.
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But God is not dead. At the other end of the
commtmi cat ions line He is doing His part in silence,
God does not have to reveal "lis plans. His knowledge. His
workings, to man. They are always there, as sure as the
sun is always there behind the clouds. In His own good
time He will make all as clear as day.
It was the little thread of faith that re-estab
lished the broken communications for the prophet Habakkuk
and gave him renewed confidence. It is faith and prayer
that will repair the present broken communications
between man and God,
Faith in the Dark might furnish another sermon
topic frorr. the message of Habakkuk, Just when the night
was darkest, just when Habakkuk was in an almost unbear
able state of mental and spiritual agony from his per
plexing problems, he suddenly turned from it all, and
instead of going down to the Dungeon of Despair, he went
up to the Tower of Hope, "It is better to walk in the
dark with God than to walk alone in the light," is an old
and wise saying, Habakkuk was finally willing to put all
his problemis, yea, and his hand also, in the faithful
keeping hands of God, and wait and watch and trust for
His answer. He was richly rewarded. "The just shall Itve
by his faith," cries this prophet, whose experience
equipped him to know. (2:4).
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The God of Hahakkuk�what a vs/onderful thought for
a sermon Is here I If one runs quiokly through the Book
of Habakk\ak he will note the characteristics of his God*
First of all. He is a God who is able to keep His
counsel in silence, lj2.
Second, He is a busy God, continually working to
bring His purpose about, lj6.
Third, He is an eternal, changeless, sovereign,
personal, God, lsl2�
Powth, He is a God of purity who cannot look on
sin, 1:13.
Fifth, He is an answering God, 2:2.
Sixth, He is a God who lives in His Church, 2:20.
Seventh, He is a bright and glorious God, 3:3j 2:14.
lighth. He is the Greater God who mad� th� earth
and everything that is in it, 3.
linth, Ee is the God of personal salvation, 3:18.
Tenth, H� is th� God of strength, Habakkuk 3:19|
Isa � 40:31 �
Wasted Labor coiald be another sermon topic from
Habakkuk;
Vhat profiteth th� graven image that the mak�r
thereof hath graven it; th� molten image, and a
t�ach�r of lies, that th� maker of his work
trusteth therein, to make dumb idols?
Voe unto him that saith to the wood, Awake; to
the dumb stone. Arise, it shall teach I Behold, it
is laid over with gold and silver, and there is no
breath at all in the midst of it. (2:15-19).
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It is utterly profitless to waste one's precious
time fashioning dumb idols, covering theci with precious
materials, and then expecting them to teach or walk or
breathe. There is no life in them. But the God who made
all things is in His temple. Let all the earth listen to
Him, and be submissive to HIM. (2:20).
A Prayer for Revival closes Habakkuk' s message,
(ch. 3). First of all it is a petition for revival of
God's work, for knowledge of Him, 3:2.
Second, it tells of the overwhelming majesty and
power of God, 3:3-16.
Third, althou^ it tells of failure of fruits and
crops and flocks, it testifies of Habakkuk 's joy and
strength and confidence in His Soverei^i Almighty God,
3:17-19.
In the furnace of affliction with this prophet,
truly one can see the mighty Presence of the Prophet's
mighty God 4
HAGGAI
His time. In the soul of Haggai memories stirred
as gently as a summer breeze. Would he never forget the
wind-swept harps hanging in the willows by the rivers of
Babylon? Would he never forget the weeping of the captives
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when they remembered Zion? Would he never forget how
strangely silent were the captives' tongues when they
tried to sing the Lord's song in a strange land�silent
because their hearts were crying within them as they
remembered once-lovely Zion and her beautiful Temple,
completely destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar in 586 B.C.?
Would he never forget the longings of those captives for
the living God and His courts�His house where the sparrow
made her home, and the swallow nestled her young, even on
Eis altars?
Haggai 's day was one of repatriation under the
Governor, Zerubbabel and th� priest, Joshua. More than
half a century had passed sine� the Temple had been
destroyed. Haggai had become an old man. Forty-two
thousand three hundred and sixty Jews had b�en sent back
to their homeland under Zerubbabel and Joshua. King
Cyrus had given them the money to rebiiild Jerusalem and
the Temple. How eagerly they began their tasks. (Psalm
84:1-2). Th�n the Jealous sneers of th� Samaritans, a
hatsd race, cooled their ardour. For sixteen years enthu
siasm was supplanted by apathy, and the temple remained
unbuilt �
It was a time wh�n the sands of th� hour glass ran
low. Times are never good spiritually wh�n there is a
careless indifference to the welfare of God's House, th�
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place where His honour dwelleth. The spiritual pulse
was low indeed when the very House the people had re
turned to build was still in ruins after a lapse of six
teen years t Low indeed is the spiritual pulse of a
people when it seeks its own selfish interests before
seeking the glory of God.
flho was this Haggai? Very little is told us con
cerning his personal life. Robinson^ tells us he was
one of the first prophets of the post-exilic Jewish Colony
in 536 B. C, that he was older than Zechariah, and that
he was probably born in Jerusalem, and carried into cap
tivity by Nebuchadnezzar.
His message. Haggai 's message is divided into
four parts :
Chapter 1. The Challenge to Build God's Hoiise.
As Haggai stood there in Jerusalem, he saw the imfinished
Temple. He saw the drought� "upon the land," "upon the
mountains," "\;5)on the grain," "upon the wine," "upon the
oil," "upon the produce of the earth," "upon men," "upon
cattle," "upon all the labour of man's hands." He thoxight
of the captives' vow in Babylon (Psalm 137:5,6). He knew
why the land burned, why man and beast were famished.
iGeorge L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets
(New York: George H. Doran Company, 1926), pp. 137-138.
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Haggai told the peopl� t lat it was because God's House
was still in ruins while they all ran to their own houses.
He appeal�d to th� heart; he appealed to the mind; he
appealed to the will. He challenged them to work, to be
strong, and not to fear. In chapter 2:1-9, we find En
couragement to the Builders. The Covenant-keeping God
will be wit'r them. Therefore, they must not fear. Jehovah
will bring th� Desire of All Nations, and will fill His
House with glory. He it is who owns the silver and the
gold to build His Temple, the latter glory of which will
be greater than the former. Chapter 2:10-19, The Leavening
Influence of Sin, Chapter 2:20-23, The Messianic Hope�
Zerubbab�l, Por�runner and Ancestor of th� M�ssiah, th�
Christ. 2
Haggai is neither an orator nor a poet , But throtigh
his message "consciences were pricked, imaginations were
stirr�d. The work was done," He is "direct in purpose,"
"pungent in his criticism," "adept at reaching the object
aimed at without obtruding either his methods or himself.
"He tips his arrows with scorn, wings them with sarcasm,
and th�n speeds them skillfully to the mark." His style
is simple, prosaic, and sever�.
2Raymond Calkins, The Modem Message of the Minor
prophets (New York: Harper k Brothers Publlshers7~l94'7),
p, 106,
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Relevance of his message today. Is not the mes
sage of Haggai for this generation the fact that material
blessing hinges upon spiritual prosperity, upon a deep
concern for God's house, and for the things of His kingdom?
As C&lkins^ puts it, "Only when religion prospers will you
prosper. Put up a temple to God and you will find things
looking up for you."
Preaching values . Among the sermon topics to be
gathered from Haggai is the one. Consider Your lays. You
planted much, but your crops failed. You eat, but you are
hungry. You drink, but you are thirsty. You clothe your
selves, but you are cold. You have money, but it disappears.
Is it time for you to dwell in your ceiled houses and THIS
House lie waste? Go, bring the wood, build the house, and
I will take pleasure in it, and I will be glorified, saith
the Lord. (1:8). You expected much, and you broiight home
little; why? Because of mine house that is waste and ye
run every man to his own house. Therefore there is no dew,
no crops, no productivity of earth or beast or man or
works. (1:10-11). Yet I have enough for your needs.
"The silver is mine, and the gold is mine." (2j8). Con
sider your V/ays.
Albid., p. 108.
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Prom the Book of Haggai one might gather
materials for a sermon on Ihe Secret of Success. Haggai
was not the brilliant, poetic preacher that Amos and
Hosea were, yet his preaching got results. It moved a
whole people to work. The secret of his success was a
three-fold secret. (1:13).
1, Haggai was the Lord's messenger.
2. Haggai brought the Lord's message.
3. Haggai had the Lord's Presence with him.
The message of the entire Book of Haggai seems
to point to the fact that blessing will follow the mend
ing of one's ways. God is deeply concerned that religious
institutions be kept and cared for in this world.
Some further lessons from Haggai, as listed by
Robinson,^ are these:
1. The Divine origin of all successful preaching,
(1:13).
2. Th� contagious character of the sin of procras
tination. (2 110-19).
3. Th� church the religious center of the world.
(2:7, 8).
4. Messianic royalty and kingship. (2:23).
'
^Op.. cit. , pp. 142-145.
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MALACHI
His time . Ihe Book of Malachi Is silent concerning
the date of Its composition. It Is almost universally con
ceded, however, that its author was a contemporary of Ezra
and Nehemiah, writing about 458 or 432 B, C,^ fhe Temple
had been rebuilt for nearly a c�ntua*f. The sacrifice was
still a routine matter. As was often the case in pre-exllic
times, religion was merely a form,
A barren religious life had its counterpsirt in th�
social life of the people. There w�r� deep-seated evils
in society. The priests were haughty and covetous. In th�
community at J�rusalem were greed, lust, and worldliness.
Divorce, racial intermarriage, and family strife were com
mon. Hostile neigihbors aggravated the condition.
Of Malachi himself, we know even less than we know
of his time. His name means "My Messenger," Some doubt
that there was such a person. Others think that Malachi
was an angel of the Lord, Some think Malachi was not the
author's true name, his writings being given that name be
cause they were God's message to the people. Others think
Malachi is the work of Ezra. Yet others believe the book
of Malachi to be the work of a missionary�of some one with
a special ij^lsslon.
�^G, L. Robinson, The Twelve Minor Prophets (Hew York:
Harper and Brothers, 1926 ) ,
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His message. The following outline has been suggested
from the Book of Malachi
1. Chapter 1:2-5. God's Love for Israel; Israel in
contrast to Edom, had been brought back from exiled captivity,
�where she had been temporarily disciplined; Edom, driven
from her moimtalns, had been irretrievably banished. Th�
Divine Love is seen in God's punishment of Judah 's ancient
foe, �dom.
2. Chapters 1:6-2:9. Denunciation of the Priests
and the L�vit�s who have abused their office and polluted
the Temple, ^ut the doors of the Temple rather than offer
such sacrifices in such a heartless manner.
5. Chapter 2:10-16. Rebuke to the people for their
idolatry. The prophet denounces the people for putting away
their own Jewish wives to marry foreigners.
4. Chapter 3:7-12. Rebuke to the people for
failure to tithe.
5. Chapters 3*13-4:3, Address to the doubters of
the age, God knows them that ar� His, A book of remem
brance is being kept,
6, Qiapter 4:4-6, Exhortation to obey th� Mosaic Law.
His styl�, Malachi 's style is a combination of debate
and lecture, rebiik� (3:7, 11) and exportation (3:7, 10).
"~
i^Roblnson, 0�. cit., pp, 163-165.
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His writing are Imaginative, bold, and fearless. He does
not follow the principles of rhetoric. He is "a teacher
rather than a preacher, his style being didactic, argumen
tative, forensic. He states his thesis, and then sets th�
objection over a^.alnst It." Finally, he goei on to prove
his point. Trltten mostly In unpoetlcal, polished prose,
we find In his book the beginnings of exposition.
Relevance of his message today . The message of
Malachi has a timely application to the present generation.
God's honor Is still overlooked. His Sabbaths are dese
crated. Els Gomm\mlon services ar� n�gl�cted and som�tlm�3
d�s�crated. Corrupt, cheap. Indifferent offerings are still
His share. Taxes are paid anniially to the government while
tlth�s are withheld and spent for personal pleasures. As In
Malachi 's day, so in this day, men deal treacherously both
with God and their f�llowman. As they wearied the Lord In
Malachi 's century, so they have wearied Him In this centui^y
with the divorces of their Renos, th� wick�dness of their
Bollywoods, and thoir universal faithlessn�ss to God and man.
Throu^ the turbulence of modern Injustice and un-
righeousness there still comes the Voice of God calling
'^Raymond Calkins, The Modern Message of the Minor
prophets (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1947 ) ,
p. 131.
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through His messenger to an ungodly generation;
Return unto me, and I will return unto you. (3:7).
Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,
that there may be meat in mine house, and prove
me now herewith, saith th� Lord of Hosts, if I
will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour
you out a blessing, that there aOball not be room
enoiagh to receive it, (3:10).
"Yoxir words have been stout against me, saith the
Lord" (3:13). Vlhat an indictment of the atheism and the
coEsaunism of the present centuryl Truly today's world
needs to remember the God-given Law of Moses, laid down in
Exodus 20:3� "Thou shsilt have no other gods before me."
Preaching values . Thinking of this book, would it
not be well worth any pastor's or people's time to meditate
upon the topic, "Ihen God AskS*"Qiiestion of Man"? Many are
the questions man flings into the face of God, Bewildering
some of them truly are. But searching, concise, and indict
ing are the questions which God asks of man. Some of them,
as in the Book of Genesis, ar� concerned with man and his
psrsonal wolfare : "Where art thou?" (Gen. 3:9); "Where is
Abel, thy brother?" (Gen, 4:9). some of them, as in th�
Book of Malachi, ar� concerned with God�Eis glory, Kis
du� r�spect. His rights: "Vhere is mine honour?" (1:16)|
"Where is my fear?" (1:6); "Will a man rob God?" (3:8).
Som� of them reach down among the heart strings of His own
love: "How shall I give thee up, Ephraim? how shall I
deliver thee, Israel? how shall I make thee as Admah?
how shall I set thee as Zeboim? (Hosea 11:8).
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Man's questions are calculated to gain a solution
Tor inner doubts which harass and torment the soul. Out
of the depths of spiritual anguish came the question of
Job: "If a man die, shall he live again?" (job 14:14),
Out of an agonising wrestling match with doubts evolved
the question of Habakkuk; "Why dost thou show me iniquity
...and judgment doth never go forth?" (Habakkuk 1:3-4).
Out of the perplexity of a night when it seemed as though
the whole world were crashing in upon him, came the cry
of Thomas: "Lord, we know not whither thou ^oest; and
how can we know the way?" (John 14:5). God's questions
are worded to help man see his fa\ilts and realize his
responsibility to God and man, to the end that man shall
repent and begin to walk humbly with his God.
Again Malachi might afford a sermon on the topic,
"I'lien Faith Crumbles, lhat Then?" ^en questions and
doubts are in ascendancy over affimations and beliefs;
when man begins to ask within himself, "?,"here is the God
of judgment?" (2:17); when he grows discoxiraged at seeing
the wicked prosper; when his faith in the justice of God
snaps like a brittle thread under the strain of spiritual
wrestling with questions he cannot answer, what then? God
never leaves man alone to be crushed by his doubts. For
every sincere question He has an answer. His answer
through the prophet Malachi is, God never forgets . When
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the waters overflow, (Isaiah 43:2), when the flames of
the furnace burn hottest, God will remember His people.
He keeps man's tears in His book of remembrance (Psalm
56:8; Malachi 3:16). Those who love and iear Him will
be His special treasure when He comes to judge between
the righteous and the wicked (3:17-18). Is it not a boon
to faith to know that in th� darkest hours of life God is
still on th� throne. His hand still upon the affairs of
the world, remerab ering and loving His own, noting thsir
ways in His Book of Remembrance? Because th� heart of
th� priesthood was out of step with th� Eternal their
spiritual vision was dim. They had forgotten in their
mercenary greed that the Lord is to b� worshipped in the
"beauty of holiness," with moral earnestness and purity.
Amos denounced ritualism, but Malachi insists that in
proper ceremonialism is expressed worship, rever�nce,
obedi�nce. And yet his book teaches that it is better
to close the Tempi� door than to have an �mpty-hearted
ritualism in His house (1:6-14). When faith begins to
crumble, it is a sure sign one needs to go back anew to
the Lord and place one's life afr�sh in His hands with
whole-hearted consecration to Him in th� knowledge that
H� knows man's world and man's ways better than man knows
them himself, and He who in the far-off ages once claimed
the firstling of the flock still wants our best.
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Would not "The People Against Whom the Lord hath
Indignation Forever" (1:4), be a profitable sermon study?
What sin did a people commit that they became a people
whom a just God could never forgive? Hineveh was a great
and wicked city, but it repented because of a message sent
by a compassionate, long-suffering God; and God spared
Hineveh (Jonah 3 '.ID)* Who then were thes� people against
whom God was so indignant? Malachi tells us they are the
descendants of Esauj thej are those who are called "the
border of wickedness" (1:3-4). ihy had they so incurred
God's hatred and displeasure? fias it becaiise they wer� so
unreliable, so unrialy, so rebellious, so worldly, so quick
to make war? Was it because of their ancestor's cunning
(Genesis 25:27)? Was it because when about to pass out
from hunger he despised his birthright and sold it for- a
mess of red pottage (Genesis 25:29-33)? Was it because
he married into the families of the Hittites (Genesis
26:34-35) and the Ishmaelites (Genesis 28:9)? Fas it
because of the murderous hatred in his heart for his
brother (Genesis 27:41)? Was it because h� had no pity
for his brother�because he was angry continually (Amos
1:11)? Because th�y wer� idolat�rs (2 Ghron* 25:14)?
Because they rejoiced when the house of Israel was desolate
(Ezekiel 35:15); because in despitefulness they took pos
session of God's lands and then cast it out for a prey
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(Ezekiel 36:5)? Small wonder the Lord holds indignation
against theml No wonder He calls thera the border of
wickedness. iTlneveh repented, but did any one ever hear
of Edom, of Idumaea, repenting? Nineveh would never have
been spared had she not repented, "Return unto me and I
will return unto you," saith the God of battles. The
Fdomites never rettirned, "Fickle," and "uncertain," they
remain forever the people whom God has cast down, (1:4),
Prom Malachi, a timely sermon for this generation
would be, "How God Feels About Divorce," In the first
place, man deals treacherously and profanes God's holiness
when he marries into an un-Christian family (2:11). In
the prophet's day God said He would out off that man,
whether he be master, scholar, or priest (1:12), Secondly,
when a man deals treacherously with his wife, and leases
her, causing her tears to cover God's altar, God will no
more regard that man's offering, (lrl3). Thirdly, putting
a woman away does not make her less a man's wife in th�
eyes of God� "yet is she thy companion, and the wife of
thy covenant" (1:14) . Fourthly, God through marriage is
seeking a Godly seed, and does not want treacherous deal
ings in the marriage relationship (1:15). Fifthly, God
HATES dlvoro� (1:16), In the sixth place, man's smoothing
over such evils and calling them right mer�ly wearies th�
God of justice (2:17), God is the LORD, and H� never
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changes (3:6). His word on divorce in Malachi �s day is
His word on langodly divorce in 1952. It is a sin against
God and man,
"lhat God Thinks of the Law," might b� another
sermon worth preaching to this lawless modem generation,
"Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded
imto Him," (4;6). God, through all the centuries, still
appreciates "the eternal discipline of the law". He sees
no reason either in Malachi �s day or in Christ's for dis
pensing with that law. He rebukes man for misinterpreting
that law (2;7,8), He warns that curses come because man
forgets that law (2:17-3:12). Every jot and tittle of
God's law shall be fiilfilled (Matthew 5:18).
The thing most calculated to strike terror to the
heart in the prophet's day was th� coming Day of th� Lord.
Three of the major prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel,
refer directly to that Day, A fourth one, Daniel, mentions
it in th� concluding part of his message, though h� does
not, like the others, call it "the day of the Lord," Of
the twelve minor prophets, six�Amos, Joel, Zephaniah,
Zechariah, .Obadlah, and Malachi�describe that Day, Six�
Hosea, Micah, Jonah, Habakkuk, Haggai, and Nahian�have
nothing to say on the siibject, Isaiah tells the people
that it is a day of fierce anger, of f�ar and sorrow, of
fainting hsarts and paralyz�d hands, of destruction (Isaiah
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13:6-9), a day when there shall be no light of the sun by
day, nor of the moon and stars by night, a day when evil
shall be punished, when arrogency, pride, and haughtiness
shall be brought low, when the heavens shall shake, and
the earth shall move from her place, and man shall be
"more precious than fine gold" (Isaiah 13:1013),
Wio could ever read through th� prophets with an
eye open for sermon material and fail to preach a sermon
on the subject, fhe Coming Ungdoml An outline for that
sermon might be as follows :
The Coming Kingdom
I. Th� Establishment of the Kingdom
a. Is sure (Zechariah 14!9)�
b. Is near at hand, as most of the prophets
bear witness,
c. Is preceded by the Day of the Lord,
II, The Herald of the Kingdom
a, "My Messenger"� "the Messenger of the
Covenant" (Malachi 3:1),
b. His Work--ato prepare th� way for th� King
1. H� will burn Ilk� a refiner's fire (3:2).
2. H� will cleans� like fullers' soap (3:2),
3. He will refine and purify (3:3),
4, He will purge (3:3),
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III. The King of the Kingdom
a. Is the Lord (Zechariah 14 89).
b. Is a universal Sovereign (Zechariah 14:9).
c. Is "King of kings, and Lord of
lords" (1 Timothy 6:15).
d. Is a GRISAT king (1:14), whose name shall
be great in the heathen world "from the
rising of the sun even unto the going
down of the sam�" (Itll).
IV. The Citizens of the Kingdom
a. Pear th� Lord and think on His nam�
3:16-18).
b. Keep th� Law (4:4).
c. Lov� one another (4:6).
Prom the time of the prophets, more than four hun
dred years was to pass befor� Jesus th� Prophet of Galilee
came to enrich and expand the prophetic message. And when
He did come, E� preached m-Uch about th� coming Kingdom
(Matthew 5-7).
CHAPTER III
CONCL0SIOH
Th� minor prophets lived in wicked times. Their
world was one of political corruption, economic greed,
and spiritual infidelity. Men were loosely attached to
the sanctuary. They questioned the ways and the justice
of God. The prophets assailed them for their idolatries,
recalling them to their first love. 1Si�y insisted that
God is holy and righteous altogether, and that He re
quires righteousness in His people. Fiercely th�se
early preachers criticized mere ecclesslastio institu
tional ism, a religious hierarchy whos� c ief business was
the maintenance of th� status quo. Against �3cternaliz�d
and mechanized religion th� prophets fought to establish
among men personal Inner experience in God.
The prophets* message to their people Is God's
message for today. Always there is rebuke and a stem
call for repentance. Always there is a plea to return
to a yearning God, In times of dire calamity it is a
message of comfort, with a firm yet gentl� urge to
repentane�. At another time it is a denianoiatlon of
empty ritualism. It Is a message of doom to th@ wicked,
and one of hop� and che�r to the righteous. In times
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of honest doubt, it is a message of reassurance that God
is too big to be in the end defeated by evil. Thcurh
punisimient of the wicked tarry, God is nevertheless working
out His purpose. To those too bigoted to share religious
blessings with others it is a message of powerful rebuke.
To all it is a warning of a coming terrible Day of the
Lord, a day that shall fall upon all nations and peoples�
a Day of Judgment, to precede the establishing of God's
kingdom.
The prophets were the sharpest critics of their
day. But they alone held forth a cure for the ills of
the nation; they alone saw the sun shining beyond the
black clouds. Hated as they often wer�, their message
was by no means in vain; for they kept alive the sense of
a holy and just God who not only requires of men a final
reckoning, but who also seeks to make men good.
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